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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the total preorders on R” which are compatible with the vector 
space structure, in terms of linear operators and the lexicographical order. In particular, 
we obtain that the lexicographical order is, up to a linear isometry, the unique 
compatible total order on R”. We also study compatible total extensions of compatible 
preorders and give some Szpilrajn type results for compatible preorders and compatible 
orders. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In some previous papers [9-121 (see also [7, 8, 15]), we have studied the 
lexicographical order and linear operators on R”, and some of their applica- 
tions, e.g. to separation of convex sets, vector optimization, and hemispaces 
(i.e., convex sets with convex complements). In the present paper, continuing 
these investigations, we shall give some applications of the lexicographical 
order and linear operators to the study of compatible total preorders (and, in 
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particular, compatible total orders) on R” and to compatible total extensions 
of compatible preorders. 
We recall that a preorder (i.e., a reflexive and transitive binary relation) p 
on R” is said to be compatible with the vector space structure of R”, or, briefly, 
compatible, if 
Yl p Yi7 Y2 p Yi * ( Yl + YP) P ( Y; + Y$ (0.1) 
YPY’. x20 * hY P XY’. P-2) 
The natural partial order < and the lexicographical order Q~ are 
well-known examples of compatible orders (i.e., compatible antisymmetric 
preorders) on R”. Let us recall that the natural partial order < on R” is 
defined componentwise, i.e., denoting the elements of R” by column vectors 
and the transpose of a row vector by T, x = (l r, * - * , ,QT E R” is said to be 
“less than or equal to” y = (vi,. * *, qJTe R” (in symbols, r < y) if Ei < ‘li 
E= 17*. 
., n). We write x < y if r < y and x # y. Furthermore, x = 
1”. *, &JT E R” is said to be “lexicographically less than” y = (vi, * * *, v,JT E 
R”(insymbols, x<, y)if x#yandiffork=min{i~{l;*~,n}]f~#g~} 
we have Ek < Q. We write x <r. y if x cL y or x = y. The notations y >L x 
and y ar. x, respectively, will also be used. 
We recall that a preorder p on R” is said to be total if for any y, y’ E R” 
we have either y p y’ or y’ p y. A well-known example of a total order is the 
lexicographical order <L on R”. 
In Section 1 we shall characterize the compatible total preorders on R” in 
terms of linear operators and the lexicographical order. In particular, for 
orders, we shall show that the lexicographical order is, up to a linear isometry, 
the unique compatible total order on R”. We shall denote by Y( R”, R’), 
+2( R”), and 8( R”) the families of all linear operators u : R” -+ R’, all 
isomorphisms v : R” -+ R”, and all linear isometries v : R” + R” (for the 
euclidean norm on R”), respectively. We shall consider on U( R”, R’) the 
lexicographical order u >L 0 in the sense of [8], defined columnwise, i.e., 
u >L 0 if and only if all columns of the r x n matrix of IA (with respect to the 
unit vector bases of R” and R’) are ar. 0. We shall denote by u* the adjoint 
of the operator u E Y( R”, R’) and by 1 the identity operator on R’. 
We recall that a preorder p2 on R” is said to be an extension of a preorder 
p1 on R”, and we write p1 < p2, if 
Y P2 Y‘ (Y, Y’ ER”, Y ~1 Y’); (0.3) 
when p2 is total, we shall say that p2 is a total extension of pl. Let us also 
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recall that a preorder u on R” is said to be the intersection of the family of 
preorder-s { pj}jE, on R”, in symbols 
u= Qpj’ 
provided that for any y, y’ E R” we have the equivalence 
YUY’ * YPjY' (jel); 
(0.4) 
(0.5) 
hence, in this case, a&pj (j E]). By a classical theorem of E. Szpilrajn [16], 
any partial order is the intersection of its total extensions, and many authors 
have investigated the problem whether this result remains valid for orders 
having some prescribed additional property (for a survey, see [l]). 
In Section 2 we shall characterize the compatible total preorders which are 
extensions of the natural partial order < on R n, in terms of linear operators 
and the lexicographical order, and we shall give some Szpilrajn type results for 
compatible preorders and compatible orders. 
The tools which we shall use in the sequel (the correspondence between 
compatible preorders and convex cones, some concepts and results of [ill on 
hemispaces, etc.) will be recalled in Sections 1 and 2. 
1. COMPATIBLE TOTAL PREORDERS. UNIQUENESS OF THE 
LEXICOGRAPHICAL ORDER 
It is well known (see e.g. [Id, p. 31) that there exists a canonical one-to-one 
correspondence between the collections of all compatible preorders on R” 
and all convex cones (containing 0 as a vertex) in R”, i.e., all subsets C of R” 
satisfying 
c+csc, (1.1) 
xc c c (a 0); (1.2) 
namely, to a preorder p there corresponds the convex cone 
C,,= {YER"~YPO}, (1.3) 
and, conversely, to a convex cone C E R” there corresponds the preorder p 
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on R” defined by 
YPY’ * y - y’ E c. (1.4) 
In particular, this induces a canonical one-to-one correspondence between 
the collections of all compatible orders on R” and all “pointed” convex cones 
in R”, i.e., all convex cones C C R” satisfying 
cn (-c) = (0) (1.5) 
(or, equivalently, containing no line through 0). 
We shall use the notation 
9 = the set of all compatible total preorders on R”. (‘4 
THEOREM 1.1. For any compatible total preorder p on R” there exist a 
unique f-15 (0, 1; - *, n} and a unique UE Y(R”, R’) with uu* = Z (hence 
u( R”) = R’) such that 
Y P Y’ * u(y) GL q Y’) (y. Y’ER”). (l-7) 
Conuersely, giuen any r and UE Y(R”, R’) with uu* = I, if we define 
p = p, by (1.7), then pU is a compatible total preorder on R”. Consequently, 
the mapping 
6 : u + p” P-8) 
is a bijectim of Lf?,{u E U( R”, R’) 1 uu* = I} onto 9. 
Proof. Let p E 9. Then, by (1.3) and since p is total, we have 
R”\C, = { y~R”l0~ y). (1.9) 
Therefore, by (0.1) and (O.Z), the sets C, [of (1.3)] and R” n C, are convex, so 
C, is a hemispace. Hence, by [ll, Theorem 2.11, there exist unique re 
(0, 1,. . *, n}, TE(<~, Go}, XER~, and UEY(R”, R’) with UU* = Z such 
that 
C, = {y~R”lu( y) TX}. (1.10) 
We claim that x = 0 and r is GL , i.e., 
C, = {y~R"lu( Y) <L 0). (1.11) 
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Indeed, by (1.3) and the reflexivity of p. we have 0 E C,, whence, by (1 .lO), 
0 = u(O) r x. Assume now, a contrario, that x + 0. Then, by 0 r x and r E 
I< L, <,),wehaveO<L x. BY uu* = I, we have rank u = r, so there exists 
~,,ER” such that U( yo) = x. Then u(ty,) = ix <L x, whence iy,, E C,, and 
hence, by (0.2) (with y’ = 0) and (1.3) Xy, E C, for all X > 0. But then, by 
(1.10) and TE { < L , Go}, we obtain Xx = u(hy,) <L x for all X > 0, whence 
x gr, 0, a contradiction. Thus, x = 0, whence-by (1.10) 7~ { cr, , GL}, and 
0 E C,-it follows that r is & , which proves the claim (1 .ll). Hence, 
YPY’ * Y-Y’PO e y-Y'EC P 
0 u( Y - Y') GO * u(y) <r. u(y’), (1.12) 
which proves (1.7). Also, since for any u satisfying (1.7) we have (1. ll), from 
the uniqueness of r and u E U( R”, R’) with UU* = I satisfying (1 .ll), there 
follows the uniqueness of r and u E _!?( R”, R’) with UU* = 1 satisfying (1.7). 
Finally, the converse part follows from the properties of the lexicographical 
order <L and the linearity of u. n 
REMARK 1.1 
(a) As shown by the above proof, the converse part in Theorem 1.1 
remains valid for any u E U( R”, R’) (which need not satisfy UU* = I, nor even 
rank u = r). 
(b) By (1.7), u may be regarded as a vector-valued (namely, R’-valued) 
linear lexicographical utility function (for r = 1, it becomes a linear utility 
function, in the usual sense) representing the preorder p. Then, for example, 
Remark 2.2(e) of [ll] may b e regarded as a linear version, for this case, of the 
well-known condition for two utility functions to represent the same preorder 
(see e.g. [2, p. 971). 
For any compatible preorder p on R”, we shall denote by D, the 
indijference set of p, i.e., 
DP=CPn (-c&J = {YER”~yPO,OPy}. (1.13) 
By (1.2), we have ADO C_ DP ( XE R), and hence, by (1. l), DO is a linear 
subspace of R” (the indiference subspace of p). We recall that, following [ll], 
a hemispace H in R”, represented (uniquely) in the form H = { y E 
~“Iu(y)~x}, where re{O,l;.*,n}, r~{<~, Go}, XER’, and UE 
Y(R”, R’), uu* = I, is said to be of type cr, (respectively, of type &), if r 
is <L (respectively, <,), and (in either case) the set M = M(H) = { y E 
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R” ] u( y) = x} is called the linear manifold associated to the her&pace H (by 
“linear manifold” we mean a translate of a linear subspace). 
COROLLARY 1.1. For any compatible total preorder p on R”, the cone C, 
(of (1.3)) is a hemispace of type <,._ , and the associated linear manifold to C, 
is the linear subspace 
M(CJ = 0,. (1.14) 
Conversely, for any hemispace H of type gL for which the associated 
linear manifold M(H) is a linear subspace of R”, there exists a unique compati- 
ble total preorder o = oH on R” such that 
C, = H; (1.15) 
moreover, this p satisftes D, = M(H). 
Proof. The first part follows from the above proof of Theorem 1.1, 
observing that, by (1. ll), we have 
M(Cp) = {yER”lu( y) = 0) = C, f-I (-CO) = 0,. (1.16) 
Conversely, let H be a hemispace of type sL such that the associated 
linear manifold M(H) is a linear subspace of R”. Then, by [ll, Theorem 2.11, 
there exist unique re{O,l;**, tr}, XER~, and u~2’(R”, R’) with uu* = Z 
such that 
H= (y~R"lu( Y) QL x}. (1.17) 
But, since M(H) = { y E R” ] u(y) = x} is a linear subspace of R”, we must 
have r = 0, and hence (1.17) becomes 
H= {YER"Iu(Y) <LO}. (1.18) 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, for p = p, defined by (1.7) we have pu E 9 
and [taking y’ = 0 in (1.7)] 
H= {y~R”lypO} = c,, M(H) = {~ER”[YPO>OPY} =D,. 
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Finally, the uniqueness of p E B satisfying (1.15) follows from the fact C, 
determines p uniquely. n 
REMARK 1.2. For related results on relations between hemispaces and 
compatible total preorders see also Corollaries 1.2, 1.4 below and [6, Proposi- 
tion 2.2; Proposition 2.3, equivalence (2) o (7)] (in the framework of linear 
spaces over an ordered field). 
COROLLARY 1.2. For a compatible preorder p on R”, the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) p is total. 
(2) c, (of (1.3)) is a hemispace of type <L , and the associated linear 
manifold M( C,,) is a linear subspace of R”. 
(3) There erist a unique re{O,l;*~, n} and a unique ueY(R”, R’) with 
uu* = Z such that we have (1.11). 
DEFINITION 1.1. For any p E 9’, we define the rank of p by 
r(p) = (theuniquerE{O,I,***,n}ofCorollaryI.2). (1.19) 
REMARK 1.3 
(a) Definition 1.1 yields a classiftcation of all compatible total preorders p 
on R” [into those with r(p) = 0, those with r(p) = 1, etc.]. This is quite 
natural by [ll, Theorem 2.21, according to which the rank and type of 
hemispaces give a (metric-afline) classification of hemispaces, since now r(p) 
coincides with the rank of C, and the type of p is fixed (namely, it is Q L, by 
Corollary 1.2). 
(b) By [ll, Theorem 2.11, for the class of compatible preorders on R” of a 
given rank r, one can choose a canonical representative pr, defined by 
( rll>“‘, s,)Tpr(9;,...,9;)T cs (91,...,?,)T6L(9;~...Y1):)T. Pe20) 
COROLLARY 1.3. For pl, pz E 9, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have r(pl) = r(p2). 
(2) We have (with D, of (1.13)) 
dim DP, = dim D 02. (1.21) 
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(3) ((4)) There exists u E %( R”) (respectioely, u E @(R”)), such that 
Y Pl Y' * U(Y) pz u( Y’) ( Y. Y' ER”) (1.22) 
(in other words, such that u : (R”, pl) + (R”, pz) is an &morphism of pre- 
ordered sets). 
Proof. (1) o (2) by UU* = Z and D,, = Ker u, for u of Corollary 1.2. 
Finally, (1) a (3) @ (4) by (1.11) and [II, Theorem 2.21. n 
Let us denote 
I= the set of all compatible total orders on R”. (1.23) 
THEOREM 1.2. For any compatible total order p on R” there exists a 
unique u E B(R”) such that we have (1.7). 
Conversely, gioen any u E @(R”), if we define p = p, by (1.7), then p,, is a 
compatible total order on R”. Consequently, the restriction of the bijection p of 
(1.8) to B(R”) = {ueY(Rn, R”)(uu* = I} maps B(R”) onto 5 
Proof. Let p E ,Yand, by Theorem 1.1, let u = S-‘(p) E Y(R”, R’), with 
r-E (0, 1; . -, n}. Then, for any y E Ker U, by u( y) = 0 = u(0) and (1.7), we 
have y p 0 and 0 p y. Hence, since p E Y is antisymmetric, we obtain y = 0. 
Thus, Ker u = {0}, which, by r < n and u E U( R”, R’), implies r = n. Hence, 
by uu* = I, we obtain u E @(R”). 
Conversely, let u E 0( R”) (hence UU* = I), and let pU = 6(u) E 9. Then, 
for any y, y’ E R” with y pU y’ and y‘pU y, we have, by (1.7), u(y) &_ u( y’) 
and U( y’) <L u(y), i.e., u(y) = u( y’), whence, by u E B(R”), we obtain 
y = y’. Thus, p,, E 9 is antisymmetric, i.e., 6(u) = p, E 7. n 
REMARK 1.4 
(a) As shown by Theorem 1.2, the lexicographical order &, on R” is, up 
to a (unique) u E @(R”), the unique compatible total order on R”. 
(b) The theorem on “lexicographical separation” of a convex set from an 
outside point [7, p. 2581; see also [5, 91) can be restated, using Theorem 1.2, in 
the following equivalent form: A set G C R” is convex if and only if for each 
y0 E R” \ G there exists p = p( y,,) E .7 such that 
gp yo (g+ (1.24) 
Note that this is a characterization of convexity in R” in terms of the 
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compatible total orders p on R”, which permits us to generalize the concept 
of convexity (see [13]). 
(c) The theorem on “lexicographical separation” of two sets in R” [9, 
Theorem 2.1, equivalence (1) 0 (4)] can be restated, using Theorem 1.2, in 
the following equivalent form: For two sets G,, G, C R” we he co G, n 
co G, = 0, where co G, denotes the convex hull of G,, if and only if there 
exists p = p(G,, G,) E 7 such that 
g1 P g2 (w% gz+); (1.25) 
this latter result has been obtained, with different methods, by Dupin and 
Coquet [3, Theorem 7, equivalence (1) * (2)] . m arbitrary real linear spaces. 
COROLLARY 1.4. For a compatible order p on R”, the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(1) p is total. 
(2) C, is the complement of a semispace at 0 (i.e., C, = R” \ S, where S is 
a maximal conuex subset of R” such that 0 4 S). 
(3) r(p) = n. 
Proof. (1) o (2): By Th eorem 1.2, we have (1) if and only if there exists (a 
unique) u E @( R”) such that we have (1.7). But (1.7) holds if and only if it 
holds for y’ = 0, i.e., 
c, = (Y~f+( Y) QL 0) = R”\ {yeR”ju( y) >L 0); (1.26) 
also, by [15, Lemma 1.11, a set S C R” is a semispace at 0 if and only if 
S={yER”]u(y)>,O}forsomeuEB(R”). 
(2) w (3) By Definition 1.1, r(p) is the rank [ll] of the hemispace C,, or, 
equivalently, of the hemispace S = R” \ C,. But, by [ll, Remark 2.3(d)], S is a 
semispace if and only if it is of rank n. n 
REMARK 1.5. The equivalence (1) cs (2) is due, essentially, to P.C. Ham- 
mer [4, Theorem 1.41. 
2. COMPATIBLE TOTAL EXTENSIONS OF COMPATIBLE 
PREORDERS 
Note that, if pr and ps are compatible preorders on R”, we have [with the 
notation h and C, of Section 0 and (1.3)] the equivalence 
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Let us first consider compatible total extensions p E 9’ of the natural 
partial order < on R”. Since [by Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.1(a)] the 
compatible total preorders p E 9 are precisely the preorders p = p, defined 
by (1.7), where u E 9(R”, R’), we shall state the next result in terms of p,. 
THEOREM 2.1. For a compatible total preorder p = p,, E 9 defined by 
(1.7), where u E Y ( R “, R ‘), the following statements are equivalent : 
(1) pU is an extension of the natural partial order < on R “. 
(2) u >L 0. 
Proof. By (0.3), (1.7), and [8, Corollary 2.31, we have the equivalences 
(1) a Y P” Y’ ( Y G Y’) * U(Y) G. u( Y’) (Y G Y’) 
* “(Y)&,O (YH) * (2). n 
COROLLARY 2.1. For a compatible total preorder p E 9, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) p is an extension of < . 
(2) S-‘(p) aL 0 (where 6 is the btjection (1.8)). 
REMARK 2.1 
(a) As shown by simple examples, for n > 1 there exist total extensions of 
which are not compatible with the vector space structure of R”. 
(b) By the equivalence (2.1) for compatible preorders, Theorem 2.1 means, 
geometrically, that for p, E 9 we have C, = { y E R” 1 y < 0) G CPU if and 
only if u aL 0. 
Now we shall give some Szpilrajn type results for compatible preorders and 
compatible orders. Note that, if (I and pj (Jo/) are compatible preorders on 
R”, we have [with the notations fl js,pj of Section 0 and (1.3)] the equivalence 
u= gpj 0 c,= ncp,. (2.2) 
.iel 
Let us first prove that the following proposition, which we shall need in the 
sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u be a compatible preorder on R “, and let y 4 - C, . 
Then there exists a compatible total extension p of o such that 
0, = D,, (2.3) 
ijEC,. (2.4) 
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Proof. We claim that 
cO((co\ %) U {U}) n D, = 0. P-5) 
Indeed, assume, a contrario, that there exist y E C,\ D, and 0 < X < 1 such 
that (1 - A) y + Xy E D,. Then, since DO is a linear subspace, - y - [h/(1 - 
A] ij E DO, whence, since y E C, and C, is a convex cone, we obtain 
x 
i 
h 
-=ij=y+ -y- -ij EC,. 
l-h I 
Hence, - ij E C,, in contradiction with our assumption. This proves the claim 
(2.5). 
Now, by (2.5) and Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal convex subset H 
of R” (with respect to inclusion) such that 
co@,\ Do) U { 5)) G H, Hf-ID,= 0. (2.6) 
But then H is also a maximal convex subset of R” such that H fl DO = 0; 
indeed, if not-i.e., if there exists a convex subset C of R” such that H C C, 
H # C, and C fl D,, = @-then co((C,\ Da) U { y}) E H C C, H # C, and 
C fl DO = 0, in contradiction with the maximality of H with the property 
(2.6). Hence, since DO is a linear subspace of R”, from [ll, Theorem 3.21 it 
follows that H is a hemispace of type <= with associated linear manifold 
M(H) = D,, so H U DO is a hemispace of type GL with M( H U DO) = DO. 
Therefore, by Corollary 1.1, there exists a unique compatible total preorder p 
on R” such that 
C, = H U DO, D,=M(HUD,)=D,,. (2.7) 
Then, since C,\ D, C H, we have C, E H U D, = C,, so p is an extension 
of u. Finally, YE H C H U D, = C,.. W 
REMARK 2.2. Proposition 2.1 corresponds to a Lemma of Szpilrajn [16, p. 
3871 on general posets. 
Now we can prove the following Szpilrajn type result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Any compatible preorder (I m R” is the intersection of its 
compatible total extenskms p satisfying (2.3). 
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Proof. By the equivalences (2.1) and (2.2) for compatible preorders, 
Theorem 2.2 means that 
The inclusion E in (2.8) is obvious, recalling that Al ,,~Cp = R” (but, 
actually, {p E B 1 C, C C,, Dp = 0,) f 0, by Proposition 2.1). 
In order to prove the opposite inclusion in (2.8), assume, a contrario, that 
there exists an element 
P-9) 
Then, since y 4 C,, by Proposition 2.1 (applied to Ij = - y) there exists p,, E 9 
with C,, c Co,, D,,, = Do, such that - y E Co,, whence, by (2.9), y E CPU fl 
(- C,,) = C, n (- C,), in contradiction with y $ C,. n 
One can define a trivial compatible total preorder pa on R” by 
Y PO Y’ (Y, Y' ER”); (2.10) 
then, by the equivalence (2.1), pa is the largest compatible preorder on R”. 
We shall call the compatible preorders u # pa nontrivial. 
REMARK 2.3 
(a) By Theorem 2.2, every nontrivial maximal compatible preorder u on 
R” (i.e., admitting no proper extension to a nontrivial compatible preorder on 
R”) is total. However, the converse is not true, as shown e.g. by the 
lexicographical order z& on R”, which is compatible and total, but not a 
maximal compatible preorder on R”; indeed, it admits, for example, the 
proper extension p E s?’ defined by 
(b) By the equivalence (2.1) and by (1.3) a nontrivial compatible preorder 
p on R” is maximal if and only if C, is a closed half space (since the closed half 
spaces are the maximal nontrivial convex cones). 
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COROLLARY 2.2. A compatible preorder a on R” is total if and only if it is 
maximal among those having the same indiflerence subspace D, = C, Il ( - C,). 
Proof. If u E 9 is not total, then, by Theorem 2.2, it admits a proper total 
extension p E 9 with Dp = D,, so u is not maximal (among the compatible 
preorders p E 9 with D, = 0,). 
Conversely, assume now that u is total, and let, p E 9 be any compatible 
preorder such that (I ,( p, De = 0,. We shall show that p < U, whence p = U, 
so o is maximal (among the p E 9 with Dp = 0,). Assume, a contrario, that 
there exist yr. ys E R” such that yi p ys, yi a ys. Then, since u is total, we 
have ys u yr, whence, by u 5 p. we obtain ya p yl. Therefore, y1 - ys E Dp 
= D,, which contradicts y, a y2. n 
Let us consider now compatible orders on R”. 
THEOREM 2.3. Any compatible order u on R” is the intersection of its 
extensions to compatible total orders on R”. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.2, since a compatible 
preorder p is an order if and only if D, = { 0). n 
Note that, since the preorder p0 of (2.10) is not an order, every compatible 
order is nontrivial. 
In contrast with Remark 2.3(a), we have now 
COROLLARY 2.3. A compatible order u on R” is total if and only if it is 
maximal (i.e., admits no proper extension to a compatible order p on R”). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.2, applied to D, = (0). n 
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